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The X-Wing will provide a VTOL Aircraft which has a low disc loading hover
capability, similar to a conventional helicopter, ccmbined with a high sub-
sonic cruise speed capability. As a result, it will hover with ic_ fuel flow
rates which make extended hover duration missions practical. Its low hover
power requirements also permit hovering and low speed flight on only one
engine in a high speed twin-engine aircraft design.
The NASA/DARPA/Sikorsky RSRA/X-Wing program is developing flightworthy X-Wing
hardware. The program has now cc_pleted all design activity and the majority
of its cc_ponent fabrication. Three key development tests activities are
underway: the full size Propulsion System Test Bed, the Vehicle Management
Systems Laboratory, and the Powered Wind Tunnel Model. The first flight is
scheduled for October 1986.
A design study has been performed on an X-Wing Concept Demonstrator Aircraft
which is based on the RSRA/X-Wing cc_ponents, ccmbined with two MTE engines
and a new fuselage. The resulting aircraft has a 51-foot rotor diameter,
weights 24000 pounds, and has a cruise speed of 400 knots.
Potential Navy mission take advantage of X-Wing's low disc loading and high
speed capability. Missions include ASW, AEW, Forward Pass, and SAR. The
logical evolution of the X-Wing concept is frcm the RSRA program to a Concept
Demonstrator Program to a Production Aircraft.
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